
break time brain boosters are a physical tool meant to be used to refresh 
and refocus your students throughout the day. 

Studies have shown the value of having physical breaks. These Break Time Brain Boosters are meant to last about 30 
seconds to two minutes each, and they are inspired by the National Dance Institute (NDI) pedagogy. 

M/A=Modifications and adaptations may be made in each category for students with special needs. 

rise and shine 
From seated position in chairs, rise 8 counts to stand tall, lower back to seat in 8. Use full counts of 8 to rise and lower. 
Repeat and cut in half - rising and lowering in 4’s and 2’s. (Repeat the 2-count section twice). Counting aloud as a group 
supports this activity. 
**Provide an opportunity to change the numbers, even or odd, different multiples. 

**Spell words while standing and lowering 

M/A=have students raise and lower hands, move wheelchair front and back 

power poses inspired by Amy Cuddy's TED talk 

“The body can shape the mind; the way that we hold our bodies, impacts the way we think, feel, 
and behave.” 

Stand in a power pose for two minutes (time can be flexible). Teacher will keep time. 
VICTORY: Stand tall with feet slightly apart, arms and fingers reaching strong and high to the sky, palms toward sky, 
chest puffed up, smiling, chin up, eyes to sky. 
WONDER WOMAN: Stand with feet apart, hands on hips, chest puffed, chin up, smiling  
BIG CHILL: Sitting, hands behind head, feet propped up on desk. 

M/A=Provide alternative time frames to hold poses. Modify expectations. 

balancing 
Teacher or students may count aloud for the set number of counts • Balance on one foot for 12 (or other set number) 
counts 
• Hold knee in front 
• Grab and hold foot behind with same hand 

• Tree pose  
• Low second position 

M/A=Students may bounce instead of balance, or work with a partner or prop 
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Bija Beat Break Time Brain Boosters
For teachers and their students to do in the classroom. 



fruit salad 
Model each “fruit pose” at the start of the game. Call out the name of fruit and students must hit pose. **Can be turned 
into a game where students who don’t hit the correct pose, sit down at their desk. Only use this if students are fully 
participatory and not as a way to let them ‘sit out’. 
Fruit Poses: 

BANANA: standing tall, feet together, arms overhead, palms together pointing to sky 

APPLE: squatting down to the ground, arms wrapped around knees

RASPBERRY: feet apart, knees, slightly bent, hands in “claws” in front of chest 

PINEAPPLE: standing and leaning to one side, arms crossed with “attitude” 

WATERMELON: knees bent with feet apart, arms out as if holding a giant watermelon **Provide students with the 
opportunity to create their own poses and names. 

**Relate the poses to your curricular theme. 

walks and bounces 
Moving throughout the space of your classroom, students walk or march for 8 counts and then bounce in place for 8 
counts. Continue the walk and bounce pattern in 4’s and 2’s. Counting aloud as a group supports this activity. 

• Walk 8, Bounce 8  
• Walk 4, Bounce 4  
• Walk 2, Bounce 2 (repeat the 2’s twice) 

vivacious verbs 
Teacher pulls one card of each color: one Verb & one Adverb. Verbs and Adverbs are meant to 
be randomly paired. Teacher models activity by isolating body part. Students will explore the 
actions by first isolating body parts while seated, continuing on with fingers, hands, arms and 
then entire body sitting or standing. 

**Teacher may also make their own cards to reflect classroom curriculum. 

Vivacious Verbs in Action 

Guided by Vivacious Verbs, students move through the classroom space in silence. Lights or 
music can be the cue to stop and start. For example, the teacher assigns an action word and 
adverb to the class. Students begin movement when the lights turn off or music turns on. 
When the lights turn on or music turns off, students freeze. Students may stay in place or 
move throughout the classroom space during this exercise. Highlighting individuals embodying 
the action words enhances results. 

VERBS ADVERBS 

crawl slowly 

hop quickly 

twist lightly 

stomp vigorously 

soar diagonally 

wiggle heavily 

walk wildly 

prance smoothly 

scurry secretively 

shake softly 
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positivity poses inspired by Patricia Moreno's IntenSati  

Poses connected to specific positive affirmations. 

READY POSE: Stand tall, feet together, shoulders back, and hands by your side  
POSE OF RESPONSIBILITY: LIFE: Standing tall, palms together. “Inhale and bring your arms up over your head 
to the pose of responsibility. Silently say to yourself, ‘With gratitude I take full responsibility for my life; my life is in 
my hands.’” 

POSE OF RESPONSIBILITY: MIND: “Now bring your hands to your forehead, your third eye, and silently say to 
yourself, ‘With gratitude, I take full responsibility for the power of my thoughts.’” You might add, “Today I choose 
thoughts that empower me.” 

POSE OF RESPONSIBILITY: HEART: “Now bring your hands to your heart and silently say to yourself, ‘I now 
take full responsibility for the power of my attitude.’” You might add, “I choose an attitude of love and gratitude.” 

POSE OF RESPONSIBILITY: ACTION: “Now bend your knees and extend your arms straight out from your 
heart toward the floor. Back straight, belly in, and silently say to yourself, ‘I now take full responsibility for the 
power of my actions. I am willing to do my best and my best is good enough.’” 

Putting all this together, in rhythm, it becomes: “Everyday in a very true way, I think, feel, act, strong.” 

POWER: Wonder Woman pose  
STRENGTH: 1 arm punch  
CONFIDENCE: Bow & Arrow/warrior 
COURAGE: Fist up & one hand on hip  
RESPECT: Arms up fingers to sky 
INTEGRITY: Hands to heart 
**Teachers and students may also create their own Positivity Poses reflecting character traits emphasized in your 
school. 

rhythm slaps 
Creating a pattern of slapping and clapping and tapping to do in groups of 8’s 4’s 2’s and 1's. Sitting in "lights on", 
slap thighs, clap hands, tap shoulders, tap head.... 

listen and go 
Teacher calls a rhythmic pattern of "stomp", "clap", and "reach" and the children respond with their bodies only - 
no voices! 

boings 
High knees in the pattern of 7-3 and 1, with a strong stop in 'safe' between sides. 
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